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Faculty Senate Recommends Rehiring
by Kerry Webster
Executive Editor

me

faculty senate joinea stuaents luesaay nignt m

urging the rehiring of theology lecturer Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz, but the final decision m the matter still rests firmly m
the hands of the chairman of the Theology department.
Fr. William Leßoux, 5..F., who made the original decision not to renew Rabbi Jacobovitz' contract, has as yet
made no public reaction to the senate's request that he submit a
request to the budget committee for sufficient funds to rehire him.
The rabbi was trimmed from the department, according to Fr.
Leßoux, because it could no longer afford to pay his $1000 yearly
salary. An offer by Jacobovitz to teach his two classes gratis was
rejected on the grounds that a non-paid instructor would not be

subject to University authority.
Rabbi Jacobovitz, meanwhile, declined to offer comment because of the fluidity of the situation. He is presently engaged m
work at the University of Washington's Hillel Foundation.
Although the Faculty Senate also asked the Budget Committee
to make funds available to Fr. Leßoux, William Adkisson, chairman
of the committee, told the Seattle Times yesterday that he could
take no action without a specific departmental request.
Faculty members also pointed out that, while the Faculty Senate had approved the rehiring resolution, the effect of the action
was little more than moral persuasion. The Faculty Senate, like
the student senate, has no statutory authority.
meeting,
The faculty resolution, which came during a
was hard-fought. The final vote ended m a 8-8 tie, Broken m favor
of the resolution by the chairman, Dr. J. Robert Larson, chairman
of the sociology department.
The vote ended nearly an hour of heated debate, which was
brought to a head by the testimony of two students, Larry O'ConA
THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY
nell andDonna Hubbard.
The pair, both students of Rabbi Jacobovitz and organizers closed faculty senate meeting Tuesday night
of a petition that drew 1,137 student signatures on his behalf, were recommended that the University rehire
(Continued on Page 6)
Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz,part-time S.U. the-

2^-hour
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Student Senate Supports
Rabbi; Postpones BYU
The student senate last night vide Rabbi Jacobovitz' salary
passed a resolution unanimous- was rejected.
ly endorsing the faculty sen"They've lost their chance for
ate's stand on the rehiring of getting a gift," said senator
Larry O'Connell.
Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz.
The senate also agreed to
O'Connell stressed that the
postpone for one week a deci- University should make a comsion regarding the severance of mitment. "We want the Rabbi
current athletic contracts with here, and we want the UniverBrigham Young University.
sity to hire him," he said.
John Graves, newly elected
THE SENATE ALSO made a
ASSU first vice president conducting his first meeting, chose provisional allotment of $3,000,
to follow the lead of the faculty to be distributed over two years,
senate m allowing a week for to the International Relations
for Model United Nations
consideration of the various as- Club
pects and implications of the session m 1972. The allotment
BYU issue, although he feels a is contingent on S.U.s sucdecision could and should be cess m competing for the right
to host the convention, which
made immediately.
would draw over 1,000 de'egates
"It is my hope that we can to Seattle.
sever re'ationships with BYU, if
GRAVES revealed that at the
not by mutual agreement, then
unilaterally," Graves said. suggestion of the Very ReverGraves promised an ASSU state- end Kenneth Baker, S.J., uniment of policy by early next versity president, the AS SU
week.
wouldconduct a student opinion
A proposal to allocate $1,000 survey of attitudes towards the
from the senate's fund to pro- athletic program.

—

photoby bob kegel
ology lecturer. Facing camera are Rose

Anne Lang, nursing, and Fr. James Reich-

mann, S.J., chairman of the philosophy department.
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'Independent' Ends

Chiefs Enter WCAC
by Art Reis
Sports Editor

college independent since 1945

Eddie O'Brien, S.U. Athletic
S.U. became a member of Director, who made the anthe West Coast Athletic Con- nouncement, said that "S.U.
fere nee, (WCAC) effective will replace the University of
Pacific m WCAC."
for the 1971-72 season, fol- the
lowing a meeting of the S.U.
U.P. IS LEAVING the conference to seek a major college
Board of Trustees Tuesday.
football schedule. They have
S.U. has played as a major

Campus Phones Quiet...

joined the Pacific Coast Athletic
Conference.
Conference members are Santa Clara, the University of San
Francisco, Loyola of Los Angeles, Pepperdine of Los Angeles, the University of Nevada
at Reno, the University of Nevada at Las Vegas and St. Mary's
of Moraga.
"We've been moving toward
this goal for quite a few years,"
said O'Brien, "and we are all
very excited about it.

possibilities of S.U. gaining admittance into the WCAC, and
also to look over our new Physical Education Complex. Santa
Clara is now m the process of
building a new P.E. Center at
their campus," O'Brien said.
In their proposal to the Athletic Board, the Athletic Department recommended that the
University accept the invitation,
received last Friday, to become
a member of the WCAC.

THEY SAID that acceptance
of the invitation will immediately align S.U. with other co'legiate institutions which emphasize similar academic achievements

and aspirations.

"In addition," they noted,
"the WCAC is recognized by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) as one of
the seven major athletic conferences m the nation."
The proposal listed several
"I DISCUSSED the possibil- advantages to the University
ities again with both Fr. Wil- itself, some of which included:
fred Crowley, S.J., (of Santa (1) association with other instiClara and the conference rep- tutions of established academic
resentative) and Pat Malley excellence; (2) increased cov(Athletic Director at Santa erage and enhanced image with
Clara and Chairman of the Ex- local news media; (3) improved
pansion Committee), when they recruitment of California stuwere m Seattle during the NCAA dents through constant conferregionals at the University of ence exposure; (4) greater conWashington.
tact with and support from our
"They came here to discuss
(Continued on Page 6)

Cash Shortage, Demand
Close
A Phi Book Sale
Heavy
for

demand and a shortof cash on hand forced
early closure of the A Phi O
booksale Tuesday afternoon.
Apologies are due to those who
were unable to collect their
money at that time, according
to Rosendo Luna, booksale
chairman.
Yesterday was the final day
age

—photo by kerry webster

SILENT PHONES: Pacific NW Bell PBX

repairman, Joe Walston, left, examines the
source of a phone outage which occured

yesterday. Campus phones with 400 and 500
range extensions were inoperative most of
yesterday due to a burned out relay.

the return of books or money
quarter. Announcements to this effect have appeared m the Spectator. Students who were unable to collect their money this week must
wait until the fall quarter booksale or make special arrangements with Luna

for this

Veterons Allowances Increased
More than 777,000 veterans, pay adjustments m two checks,
HALF-TIMEG.I. students
servicemen, wives, widows'

and

children will receive increased

educational allowances under a

bill signed recently by President
Nixon.
All trainees under the G.I.
Bill and other VA educational
programs were assured by Donald E. Johnson, Administrator
of Veterans Affairs, that they
will receive the increases automatically and retroactive to
Feb. 1. He stressed that it is
not necessary to contact the VA
to receive them.

JOHNSON SAID most of those
studying under the G.I. Bill m
institutions of higher learning
will receive one check about
May 10, which will reflect the
new regular monthly rate, and
include retroactive increases
from Feb. through April.
Veterans studying below college level, including apprentice,
on-the-job and cooperative trainees, must certify their attendance to the VA every month to
be eligible for education allowancepayments.
The VA Administrator said this
group also will receive one
check around May 10 at the new
rates, including the retroactive
increases, providing their attendance has been certified

through April.

HOWEVER, the VA official explained that some trainees below college level will receive

AKPsi

Pledging

The S.U. chapter of Alpha

Kappa Psi,

national business

fraternity, is holding a pledge
meeting Tuesday, April 14, at
6:30 p.m. m the Xavier conference room. The meeting is open
to everyone interested m joining the organization.
Prospective pledges should be
business majors or those interested m business and the business community.

THE CHAPTER, through sponsored lectures by professionals
m the business field, provides
its members with a broader outlook on the business world.The
lectures point up new techniques, problems, processes and
products affecting the economic
community.
Nationally, A X Psi is the
largest business fraternity m
the U.S. with members m every
fieldof business.
The local chapter currently
has 24 members, half of whom
are seniors and will graduate m
June. Six S.U. School of Business
faculty are also members of the
organization. The fraternity
meets every two weeks and provides social activities as well
as lectures.

LAST YEAR the S.U. chapter

received from the national fraternity an efficiency award for
year-round activities m competition with all other local chapters.

Brady Arrives

...

because the VA will not receive will receive $81 if they have no
their monthly attendance certi- dependents, $100 with one defications m time to include the pendent, $114 with two dependincrease m the first check.
ents and an extra $7 for each
The VA chief added that vet- additional dependent.
erans training under the vocaThe rate for a single veteran
tional rehabilitation program under the vocational rehabiliwill receive their increased ed- tation program was increased
ucational allowances m early from $110 to $135 a month for
June.
fulltime students. A veteran
Information on this group is with one dependent will receive
not computerized and all proc- $181 a month, two dependents
essing will have to be done in- $210, and $6 more for each addividually,requiring more time, ditional dependent. These rates
he explained.
are also scaled downward for
AGAIN, HE emphasized that less
than full-time students.
is
to
the
there no need
contact
VA to receive the checks.
FORWIVES, widows and
He also noted that special ar- children receiving allowances
rangements are being made to under the dependents educationpay those who were m training al assistance program, the new
on Feb. 1, but who are no longer monthly rates for full-time stum training.
dents are $175, three-quarter
Administrator Johnson gave time students
$128, and halfthese details on the statute itself time students $81.
(PL 91-219):
The new law also sets up speIT INCREASES from $130 to
$175 a month the rate for sin- cial programs for servicemen
gle G.I. Bill veterans studying witheducational handicaps. One,
m an institutional full-time pro- the predischarge education program, pays for schooling of edgram.
ucationally disadvantaged servdependA veteran with one
ent will receive $205 a month, icemenbefore discharge without
two dependents $230, and $13 for charge to their earned basic eneach additional dependent.Rates titlement.
are scaled downward for less
than full-time students.
IN ADDITION, the law proSingle G.I. Bill students going vides for an intensification of
photoby bob kegel
three-quarter time will receive VA's "outreach" program to
THREESOME: U.S. Army Major Patrick Brady, S.U.
$128 a month, $152 with one de- contact and counsel veterans, graduate and winner of the Congressional
Medal of Honor
pendent, $177 with two depend- widows, and children of certain
Vietnam,
m
for
heroism
yesterday to
arrived
m
Seattle
ents, and an additional $10 a disabled veterans about governmonth for each additional de- ment education and training op- speak on campus and accept a Distinguished Service Award

—

pendent.

from the S.U. Alumni Association. Brady is greeted here
by Gordon Vjckery, standing m for Mayor Wes Uhlman,
who is m Denver. Hand belongs to Jim Nagle of the Alumni
Association.

portunities.

Sexual Problem Center
Servicing Seattle Area

X

Gandy, also functions m counseling homosexuals who have
difficu'ty finding or holding a
job.
Grants from the Erickson
Foundation funds the service
persons.
whose advisory board includes
The service, which is unique a judge, minister, University of
m the U.S., offers both in-per- Washington law school lawyer,
son and telephone counseling to a psychiatrist, a religious edupersons who have questions cation director from a local
about their individual sexuality. church, and the president of the
"Some people come to us with Dorian Society.
real homosexual problems",
says Clark Antonsen, adminiTHE DORIAN Society is a
strative coordinator of the ser- group interested m the educavice. "Others just have fears of tion, advancement and entertainbecoming homosexuals or have ment of the Seattle homophile
questions regarding homosexu- community.
ality", he added.
The service is directed by Dr.
TOM ROESLER, Personnel Robert Deisher, a University of
Counseling staff head said: 'We Washington pediatrics profestry to adapt counseling to suit sor.
the individual. We offer counselThe counseling center, located
ing m a variety of areas includ- at 320 E. Maiden, is staffed
ing medical, the draft, family twenty-four hours a day with
and religion."
a counselor to take emergency
A job staff, headed by Pat calls at EA 9 8707.

A counseling service for both
men and women homosexuals
has been operating m Seattle for
the last six months. It has provided free counseling m a
variety of areas for over 800
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"the way to wealth is as plain as the way to
market. It depends chiefly on two words, industry and frugality; that is, wasteneither time
nor money, but make the best use of both.
Without industry and frugality nothing will
do, and with them everything."
Benjamin Franklin ,
y—

EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway

Interested students who can

not attend the pledge meeting
next Tuesday should contact a

member of A X Psi beforehand

or contact Jim Callahan, the

U & I Optical

ASSU Dinner

Serving the students and faculty at
Seattle Univ. to guard precious vision

local chapter's pledgemaster.Initiation into Alpha Kappa Psi
will be m late May.

Ends Year

Franklin Half Dollar

MONEY TALKS
*p> And m no uncertain terms with NBofC special
|Rjl checking. Your own checking account protects
your funds— no need to keep much cash around.
v^ It provides a record of expenditures— helps to
maintainyour budget. Come m today!

against headaches and blurriness.

The annual ASSU presidential
banquet to honor outgoing ASSU
CONTACTLENSES
EYES EXAMINED
officers and students who have
LENSES AND FRAMES
made "a significant contribution
to student government" m the
past year, will be tomorrow
616'A Broadway
U. & I. OPTICAL
night m the Bellarmine dining
EA.
5-1214
room.
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Spec Wins Ist Class
In Rating Competition
A First Class (excellent) rating was awarded The Spectator
by the Associated Collegiate
Press at the University of Mm
nesota m the 82nd annual All
American Critical Rating Service last week. Approximately
(iOO newspapers from throughout
the U.S. were evaluated m the

competition.
The Spectator received two

to

the Left' . . .

divison the judge said: "Writing and editing is generally excellent; features are well written und rif-ws stories answer
most of the important questions."
REGARDING the Mark of
Distinction m Photography he
said: "Photography is high
quality, appears m good quantity, and is imaginativelyused."
The paper was evaluated on
a point system m a 31-page
booklet which covered every
aspect of newspaper content
and production.
The technical critique is designed to aid college and university newspaper staffs by offering evaluation by professional journalists on a national
basis.
"Covering the college campus
and relating to national events
offers an increasing challenge
to the newspaper staff working
with limited time and funds,"
said Otto W. Quale, ACP executive director.

Marks of Distinction awards for
"superior accomplishment" m
Writing and Editing, and Photography, which were two of the
five major divisions.
JUDGE J. K. HVISTENDAHL, of lowa State University's Department of Technical
Journalism, cited The Spectator's fa'l quarter Journeyman
discussed the position of a student newspaper on a college
campus.
He noted that: "Even though
it may have the legal power to
do so, a good university does
not muzzle faculty or students."
He also commended the "editorial zeal" m reprinting censored
portions of the September, 1969,
"AN OVER-ALL study indiissue of S.U. Magazine.
In awarding the Mark of Dis- cates they are doing an outtinction m Writing and Editing standing job fully aware of both
the opportunities and obligations
of a free and responsiblepress."

Population
Conference
The challenge of overpopula-

tion will be confronted at a day
long conference at the Seattle
Center Playhouse April 13 from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"Overpopulation: Who Will
Survive?" is the second Institute
of International Affairs conducted by the League of Women
Voters of Washington and the
League of Women Voters Education Fund. It is co-sponsored
by S.U.s department of political science.
Dr. Ben Cashman, chairman
of the political science department, has asked that students
wishing to attend the conference
sign up at his office (Xavier
229) as soon as possible.
Principal speaker will be Dr.
Richard Gardner, internationally known economist, lawyer,
author and educator.
Also participating m the conference are five noted political
and environmental experts.

'A Little

ski trip

The deadline to sign up for
this weekend's Ski Club trip
to White Pass is 4 p.m. today at
the bulletin board across from
L.A. 123.
Expenses for the two-day trip,
which is the last ski trip this
year, are $5 for lodging and
$4.50 for lift tickets. Transportation, by car, will leave Bellarmine at 6 a.m. Saturday.
Students were reminded to
bring bathing suits since the
hotel has a swimming pool.

—
STUDENT NURSES prepare their fine
arts exhibit, which will be displayed m the
Stimson Room of the Lemieux Library next
Monday through Wednesday from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Left to right, Brenda Kaufer, Julie
Larson and Dee Kennedy decide the exact

morrow.

job openings
Several job openings, for both
on and off-campus positions,
are available now through the
S.U. Placement Office, Room
110 of the Bookstore Building.
There is a special demand for
good typists.

tickets

'your own thing'

President Makes TV Appearance

Spectrum of Events
April 9-13
TODAY
SATURDAY
Ski Club: Spring ski trip to
Phi Chi Theta: Mandatory
meeting for members at 6: 15 White Pass. Will leave Bellarp.m. m Chieftain conference mine 6 a.m. Bring swimming
room. Officers will be elected. suits. Sign up on bulletin board
across from LA 123 by 4 p.m.
Wear uniforms.
Physics Club: 11 a.m. meeting today.
SUNDAY
m Bannon 312 for short discusHiyu Coolee: Initiation and
sions.
elections hike. Leave bookstore
FRIDAY
8:30 a.m. Details on LA bulletin
board.
German Club: Der Deutsche
Spanish
Mass m SpanKlub zeigt am Freitag, urn 10 ish 10:30 Club:
a.m. m Bellarmine
Uhr morgens einen Kulturfilm Chapel.
ueber Deutschland im LA GeMONDAY
baeude, Zimmer Nr. 212. Alle
International Club: Important
sind herzlich eingeladen.
meeting to elect officers and
Spectator: Staff meeting 3 discuss constitution, 8 p.m. m
p.m. m the newsroom.
Pigott 404.

by works of S.U. nursing students will be
exhibited. The display is sponsored by Sigma Kappa Phi, S.U. nursing club.

newsbriefs

terested students may contact
William Dore, ext. 235, by to-

Forty student tickets at a
half-price rate of $2 are availA male singing role is still able from the S.U. alumni ofavailable for the spring and fice for the AlumniAssociation's
summer production of "Your annual Spring Awards LunchOwn Thing" at the Teatro Inigo. eon Saturday m Campion.
The play, a hard rock musiMajor Patrick Brady, Concal, will run through July. In- gressional Medal of Honor win-

by Patty Hollinger
stitutions such as Seattle Pacific College and Pacific LuthEditor
University.
The Very Rev. Kenneth W. eran
He gave a brief plug for the
Baker, S.J., President of S.U.,
Washington Friends of Higher
appeared on the KING-TV pro- Education which is an associagr a m "Telescope" yesterday tion of private colleges to "get
morning and discussed S.U. and the message of private educathe state of private education.
tion's contribution across to the
Irving Clark, the substitute governor and legislature."
He described the association
host of the show, questionedFr.
Baker on the problems facing as a "tremendous ecumenical
a private Catholic university.
movement" to "preserve freedom of choice m education."
Diversity m education, the
FR. BAKER said that most
of S.U.s problems, especially President stressed, is important
financial ones, are similar to enough to justify state aid. Such
those plaguing other in- states as Wisconsin, Michigan,

photo by ned buchman

position for this painting. Sculptures, collages and other fine arts items besides hob-

California and New York have
already begun programs of tuition aid and faculty salary
grants to private colleges, he
said.

ner for service m Vietnam, will
be awarded the 1970 Alumni Distinguished Service Award.
The Very Rev. Kenneth Baker,
S.J., President of S.U., will
speak on "Challenges Facing Seattle University m the 70's"

been WCF coordinator since
1966 with the exception of 1968.
The article noted that Chin
has "the best organized high
school chess leagues m all 50
states" and continued "Washington State has the most advanced organizational systems
for prep school chess teams."
New York was previously rat"Prospects for Peace m the ed best organized state.
Chin's chess teams are organMiddle East" will be the topic
for tomorrow's 10 a.m. debate ized like Washington's prep athteams. Nine leagues, 60
m Pigott Auditorium between letic
teams and subordinate
school
Jacobovitz,
S.U.
Rabbi Arthur
officers make up the netpart-time theology lecturer, and WCF
work.
Farouk Mawlawi, west coast director of the San Francisco
based Arab League.
S.U.s political science depart"Ka Leo O Hawaii," or "Voice
ment is sponsoring the debate.
Dr. Ben Cashman, department of Hawaii," will be the theme of
this year's ninth annual Hawaichairman, will moderate.
According to Fr. Edmund ian Club Luau from 6:30 to 10
Morton, S.J., academic vice p.m. April 18 m BellarmineHall.
S.U.s Hui O Nani Hawaii the
president, teachers may dismiss
classes for the hour debate if Club of Beautiful Hawaii) members will present a two-hour
they wish.
show of songs and dances of Polynesia,including Hawaiian,
Tahitian and Samoan entertain-

mid-east debate

luau

brady talk

ment.

U.S. Army Major Pat Brady,
The menu
Congressional Medal of Honor tanghon," longwill include "sochickwinner for heroism m Vietnam, en; "haupia," rice with
coconut pudding;
will speak to ROTC cadets at
fresh pineapples and Hawaiian
HE ADDED that although the 2:30 p.m. tomorrow m Pigott punch; "lomi-lomi," salted
private universities m this area Auditorium.
salmon and chopped fresh toThe talk, sponsored by S.U.s matoes;
are like "flies on the wall comand the
department,
ROTC
is
open
to "kalua" pig with traditional
pared with the University of
"poi" or
public.
Washington, the U.W. needs the the
plant.
strained
taro
Brady will receive the S.U.
competition."
Admission is $4 per person.
He noted that Santa Clara, a Alumni Association's Distinat
guished
Service award
a
Jesuit university, has received
several million dollars m aid luncheon Saturday m Campion.
from the state of California. "It's
made a big difference," he said,
Students currently receiv"They don't have the problems
ing financial assistance from
we do m Washington."
graduating
Seven
S.U. seniors
the University and who wish
In answer to a question from were commissionedsecond lieuto continue to receive aid for
Clark as to why S.U. has escap- tenants m the U.S. Army last
the coming school year are
Campion.
March
20
m
ed the violence and disruption
remindedthat they must subgraduates
The men were
of
that has hit other campuses, Fr.
mit a current financial stateBaker replied that "We're not S.U.s ROTC department.
ment and make application
New lieutenants are: Brian
immune, there have been
for renewal of such aid.
Gurry, Wayne Puckett, Darrell
threats".
This also applies to stuMorgan,
John Kane and Louis
Disrupters, he said, seem condents
not currently receiving
centrated at the U.W. for pub- Kheriaty.
aid who wish to be considAlso commissioned were Tim
licity's sake.
ered for aid for the coming
Davis, two-year ROTC scholaryear.
winner,
ship
and Randall StauOTHER FACTORS he cited
Necessary forms are availfour-year ROTC scholfor the absence of violence were dacher,
m the Office of Financial
able
arship
winner.
that the students are satisfied,
Aid, Room 110, Bookstore
("However", he clarified, "that
bui'ding.
is not to say there aren't probStudents are put on notice
lems."); the tuition cost might
that available funds both
discourage radicals; and the
Howie Chin, 22-year-old S.U.
from the University and from
major fact was that the institu- junior, was praised m a recent
Federal sources may be less
tion was Jesuit and its recruit- issue of "Chess Life Review"
than usual. Funds will be
ing was directed at the type of for his work as High School
awarded based on need on a
student who wants the kind of Branch Coordinator for the
first-in-first-served basis, unWashington Chess Federation.
education S.U. offers.
til funds are exhausted.
His appearance was limited to
Chin, who is presently emM. J. Dolan
interview-guest
ployed
a 15 minute
slot
at ODea High School m
Financial Aid Director
(Continued on Page 5)
Seattle as chess team coach, has
Thursday, April 9, 1970/ The Spectator/
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EDITORIALS

Spectator
FEATURES
represent the opinions of The

Editorials exclusively

Spectator. Views expressed m columns are the opinions
of the columnist and do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The Spectator.

Editorial

irrational behavior

If anything has united students and faculty these past
days, it is our combined inability to conceive a rational
explantion for the behavior of our University with respect
to Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz.
Although he has been a dedicated lecturer at S.U. since

1961, although he represents the sole source of Hebriac

thought on a sectarian campus, although he is loved and respected by his students, admired by his colleagues, he is
being sacrificed for a saving of $1,000.
The University has practically yawned m his face. The
reason, it seems, is that a non-contracted teacher would not
be technically responsible to the University.
Apparently, no one has thought to offer the Rabbi a
regular contract at an honorary salary.
But the most baffling aspect of this whole tragic little
farce is the fact that, while the difficulties m his rehiring
are far from insurmountable, no one on the administration
side of the fence seems willing even to discuss ways and
means.
There has hardly been an issue m recent times which
has aroused so unanimous an expression of student and
faculty feeling as the call for rehiring of Rabbi Jacobovitz.
Yet, the lesson seems to be, students may petition, faculty
may resolve, the ASSU may form committees, The Spectator
may belch sulfuric adjectives, but m the long run, the eight
or nine Jesuits who run this place do as they please.
And that is the final tragedy that so horrible a mistake seems about to be made by Jesuits, who of all people,
should understand the need for thought other than Catholic
on a Catholic campus. The well-rounded man, liberal education, catholicity of thought, these concepts are stamped m
the mould of Jesuit education like the crest of Loyola.

—

—

ASSU tribute

Tomorrow night's Presidential Banquet will mark the
last official appearance of the 1969-70 ASSU officers: Dick
McDermott, president; Doug McKnight, first vice president;
Joe Zavaglia, second vice president; Mary Naughton, secretary; Barry Fountain, publicity director and Ed Robinson,
treasurer.
Their term of office has been one of the most controversial and criticized m student government history at S.U.
At every turn they seemed "damned if they did, and damned

if they didn't."
THEIR YEAR SHOULD be remembered not for its specific accomplishments or fiascos but because it marked a
significant and needed change m the direction of student
government here.
Under the 1969-70 administration, ASSU began to turn
away from its former social orientation toward academic
and political issues which are critical to students today.
Their year was rough as any transitional year is when
old paths are no longer relevant and new paths are untried
and uncertain. However, it caused students to be seated on
University committees, core curriculum changes, and the
Student Bill of Rights and Freedoms to become a reality
at S.U.
INTEREST IN TRADITIONAL social activities declined
while financial losses mounted and ASSU turned to working with the University administration toward steps which
would remove student opinion and influence from its second class status. There has been a tremendous opening up
to students both among faculty and administrators, and a
respect for student opinion has manifested itself.
We want to extend our thanks to these individuals.
Even though we were often at odds, we appreciate the contributions and sacrifices they made this year.
We hope that their successors will follow their lead and
continue to progress m the areas which are important to
students and that the student body will not hestitate to give
the officers the support and guidelines they need.

m Seattle Magazine.
My congratulations to you on
your capacity to address yourself
to current issues.
Mare Houser

on S.U.

traditions

To the Editor:
It seems to me that our new
President is on some sort of
"academic image" jag, and feels
that changing the name of the institution of which we are very
proud and establishing a debate
team are means of creating this
image or furthering it.
He seems unaware that we had
debate teams m the past, many of

which established enviable records (the trophies should be still
around), that we sponsored high
school debate tournaments. Ibelieve that it was Fr. James Connors, head of the Speech and
Drama department who, somewhere around 1965, decided to
concentrate all the efforts of his
department on an effort to develop and create a distinctive

drama department.
If memory serves me correctly, didn't Brian Cullerton, presently on the S.U. faculty win the
state oratorical contest while I
was there, and Tom Trebon, another faculty member, a national
oratorical contest?And what about
Hugh McGough's national title m
oratory? I wonder if Father Preisdent ought not to brief himself
on some of the past traditions of
which we are proud. Ithink that
we had a pretty good academic
image then and some excellent
teaching.
I applaud his interest m furthering the academic image of
the university, but Iwonder why he
does not concern himself with the
things that will really count faculty stimulus, imaginative techniques m the classroom, less
rigidity m the core, greater student participation m and out of

—

classroom discussion.

A very grateful and
proud Alumnus
Name withheld by request

too proud?
ly

Rabbi Jacobovitz has repeated-

refused

to comment publicly

on the situation which has developed over the cancelling of his
contract and moves made to reinstate him. We have yet to discover a method of quoting someone who refuses to talk.
the editor
To the Editor:
You quote from the petition to
retain Rabbi Jacobovitz then dutifully parrot the administration
line "for monetary reasons."
You obviously made no attempt
to contact the rabbi for his feelings on the matter.

—

In response to Fr. Leßoux's
statement that "if we cannot afford to pay a teacher, we just
could not let him teach for nothing," I would answer Why? Is
S.U. so proud that it can afford
to pass up an offer to teach for
free?
I am quite convinced that if
Rabbi Jacobovitz had been a Mr.
Jacob his offer to teach "for nothing" would have been applauded
as a noble Christian gesture and
readily accepted.
My suggestion of a new name
for S.U. is Defender of the Faith
University.
F. H. Kinney

poverty plan
To the Editor:
Following is a copy of a letter
sent to Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J.,
Academic Vice President:
It has come to my attention that

Seattle University and myself are
experiencing a period of poverty.
The end of my poverty will hopefully he when Iobtain my degree,
hut that doesn't help me now, nor
does it help Seattle U.
I have a plan that will help both
Seattle University and myself, a
simple capitalistic venture that
will reap vast rewards.
"Students are the best recruiters of new students." Dr. Ben

—

Cashman.
This gave me an idea. If students would go out and recruit
new students, why not reward
them? Have New Student Applications available to present students, and have the present students write their names and numbers on the applications. When
fees are paid, Seattle U. gets
$400.00 m new money and the
present student could have $50.00
deducted from his tuition fees.
I am sure you will like this
plan and Ihope you will reward
me with one quarter's free tuition
if this plan is adopted
Kevin K. Christian
No. 691-0023
P.S. Frederick N. Johnson, a
friend of mine, has just sent his
application to Seattle University.

Religion Topic
Of Full Page Ad
Today's full page ad, appearing on page eight, was paid for
by a member of the University
community who wishes to remain anonymous.
The buyer felt that the article
reprinted there would be of value
to the University readership m
light of current discussion of the
role of theology requirements on
campus.

THE Castaways

responsibility
To the Editor:
Following is an open letter to
Frank Fennerty, resigned election

Tavern
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board co-ordinator:
In the midst of today's turmoil
and crisis regarding the world
and S.U. your denial of a committment to the election board
was certainly most enlightening
considering that you had been appointed election board co-ordina-
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tor.
After considerable fanfare announcing your appointment, it is
interesting to note your comment:

"these elections were run rather

Ladies Any*imt
Happy Hours:
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slipshod."

How could they be run any way
else when the appointed coordi-

nator resigns just prior to those

elections?
Your dubious ability to once
again make a social 'esel' out of
yourself has succeeded beyond
your fondest dreams.
This type of action and irresponsibility makes you seem like the
living and breathing proof of the
"Dream Man" that Mr. Turner
so aptly described m his article
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S. U.: Two Cases

Low Suicide Rate Noted Here

Mitchell
increase m the frequency of suiScience Editor
cide among college students.
S.U. has a lower rate of suicides than the average college
SUICIDES fall into two genor university according to Dr. eral classes. The first type reWilliam Guppy, Director of sults from some sudden emotionS.U.s Counseling and Testing al shock.
Students who commit suicide
Center.
Commenting on an article usually come under the second
which appeared m Tuesday's type. In these cases, the presSpectator, which stated that sure over studies and anxiety
1,000 American collegians would over career plans slowly builds
take their own lives within the up tension and depression which
next year, he said: "I have finally culminates m suicide.
heard of only two cases of defA person who says he is thinkinite suicide occurring here at ing about commiting suicide is
really asking for help, says Dr.
S.U. since Icame m 1953."
He went on to say, however, Guppy.
that many deaths which seem to
be accidents may be suicides.
CONTRARY to previouslyheld
theory, psychologists now know
DR. GUPPY, who is an asso- that the great majority of suiciate professor of psychology, cide victims tried to tell somecited the generally conservative one about their problem.
and stable nature of the majorDr. Guppy, who received his
ity of the students as being part- Ph.D. m 1959 from Loyola Unily responsible for the reduced versity m Chicago, gives five
general rules to follow if somesuicide rate at S.U.
He also feels that the predom- one tells you he is considering
inant Catholicism of the student suicide:
First, take him seriously. If
body (an estimated 64% are
Catholic) undoubtedly reduces you attempt to "laugh it off" or
the occurence of suicide.
talk him out of it, he may beDr. Guppy says that although lieve that nobody cares and he
most people occasionally think has nowhere to turn.
Second, listen. Let him speak
briefly about commiting suicide,
the trend seems to be toward an freely. Don't make fun of him.
by Tom

/X4 /nm/srjMfi.MaJoaz

|

Third, suggest he talk to a
professional who can help him
sort out his feelings. The Crisis
Clinic at 905 East Columbia,
across from the Teatro Inigo, is
open to anyone "m emotional
crisis." The clinic's telephone
number is EA 5-5550. In addition, S.U. students may consult
with a clinical psychologist at
theCounseling and Testing Center on the fifth floor of Pigott
free of charge.
Fourth, if he is reluctant to
ask for professional help, offer
to call for him. If he is reluctant to see a psychologist, suggest that he talk to a Jesuit
whomhe trusts.
Fifth, to sum up, make him
feel that this is not the end of
the line that someone cares
about him personally and wants
to help.
Dr. Guppy, a 1950 S.U. graduate, feels that the Counseling
and Testing Center does a good
job, even though it is understaffed.

—

THE understaffing forces students with routine problems
to go on a waiting list to receive assistance. On the other
hand, a student who comes m
and says he needs help at once
receives it at once, he added.

CAMPVS FORVM
tion toward both minority students
so involved elsewhere that they
and the student body m general have forgotten that they are Jesuto be quite insulting. While the its (witness the following quote
To the Editor:
University seems willing enough from "A Letter On the Interracial
to
One: a debt of thanks
John to ask for student opinion, Fr. Apostolate" deliveredby the Very
Turner for exposing the true char- Baker
has made it quite clear Sev. Pedro Arrupe, S.J., head of
U.
It
acter of Seattle
has become that there is no place for students the Society of Jesus: "In nigh
obvious (at least to students and m University
decision-making nor, schools, colleges and universities,
faculty) that Seattle U. is m deep seemingly, is there any place at
we should make increased efforts
blatantly
trouble. It is also
obvi- all for minority students at Se- to encourage the enrollment of
past
ous that both the
and present attle U. Not only is the need for qualified Negroes, and the estabJesuit administrations are unwill- both students and faculty on the lishment of special programs to
ing to make the necessary changBoard of Trustees made more ob- assist disadvantaged Negroes to
correct this situation,
find the attitude of many of vious, but it would seem that the meet admission standards; speJesuit faculty and administra- Jesuits themselves have become cial scholarship funds and other

obvious

K:o

financial assistance should be so-

licited for this purpose.
"Finally, we should use our influence that qualified Negroes be
recruited for services on the faculties and administrative staffs
of Jesuit institutions.")
Two: To The Spectator. Your
coverage of Mr. Turner's article
and your quoting of the same administrators who have been the
cause of S.U.s downfall is only
typical of what Mr. Turner talked
about and shows well how our
"unbiased" student publication

look says a lot.
One drive says it all.

LOne
Camaro.

We didn't make it for justanybody,
We didmakeit for people wholike
sleek new shapes. Long hoods. And
fast fastbacks.
We made it for people who like to
drive on a road. Not just ride on it.
That's why Camaro has an improved
road-hugging front and rear
suspension.

m back. And longer doors that make
Camaro ismade for people wholike
them easier to get to.
to choose their power.Four transmisWe made the new Camaro for
sions are available. And six engines,
people who likethe stoppingpower of
up to the Turbo-jet 396
front disc brakes. And protection of
V8
with the SS version, mmmt
It takes a
Tir|BPMt side-guard door beams.
It's for people who
cftain kind of person to drive a car
aren't necessarily fond of
nke this.Because it says a lot about
large crowds.There are 4ot|H
"% the way he thinks.
two buckets up front, g|
_JB(L_
a
two bucket cushions
WS"I n:it V()U think?
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Putting you first, keeps us first.
ChevroletDealer's Sports Dept.

has managed to be effectively
used by the University to reflect
its conservative goals.

John G. Graves
Kevin A. O'Hara

Fr. Baker on
Local Show
(Continued from page 3)

on the program. A fashion show
was shown immediatelyafter he
left. Clark, who is noted for his
former acid tongue radio talk
show, commented: "Fr. Baker
was so good I wish we could

have had him on for another
half hour. "I'd never thought I
want to hold off seeing some
pretty girls to listen to a priest."
Admiral George Towner, administrative assistant to Fr.
Baker, said that the KING invitation had been issued about
a month ago, or prior to the Seatle Magazine article on S.U.

The KING Broadcasting Co. is
the publisher of Seattle Magazine.

Irene Melbin, "Telescope"
panelist, said that the article
was neverspecifically discussed,
but that the program "touched
on the problems it raised."
NOTICE TO
CONTRIBUTORS
Unsigned or pseudonymous
Sounding Boards articles or
letters to the editor will not
be accepted for publication
by The Spectator. All contributions must be accompanied
by the validsignature of their
author. Names will be withheld by request only if their
publicationis certain to cause
serious embarrassment to the
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Camaro Sport
Coupe with Rally
Sport package.

contributor or render him
open to intimidation or harrassment, and a valid signature must still accompany the
original manuscript.

HAWAII
Surfing Vacation
or

"

Your Own Thing!

081
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1 Enter the '70 Chevy Sports Holiday Drawing. Now thru March 31.

You could win a week-long trip for two to a famous sports event,anywhere m the world! Or anew Camaro or other Chevrolet sport model!3,145
prizesm all. Kor full details ami an entry form, visil your participating Chevrolet Dealer's Sports Department. Residents of New Jersey, lowa,
Florida, Ohio, Georgia and Missouri may request an entry form by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to their Chevrolet dealer.
This offer void m the states of Washington and Wisconsin or wherever prohibitedby law.

Thursday. April

Nice Accommodations
With or Without Meals
Reasonably
"
Contact:
Barney Wilcox
MU 2-6926
9. 1970/The Spectator,
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Foreign Drug Laws Harsh Orphan Girl Adopted
—
The prospects of a summer results m a minimum of six can is not discriminated against
that is, that he received the
abroad for college students may years m jail plus a heavy fine
turn into a nightmare if they are m some countries, one to three same treatment as do nationals

years m a "detoxification asy- of the country m which he is
lum" (usually a mentalhospital) arrested who are charged with
m others. Trafficing m drugs the same offense.
When a United States citizen
evokes a penalty of ten years
to life m others.
is arrested abroad, U.S. conIn some countries prison con- sular officials move as quickly
ditions are primitive. The State as possible to protect his rights,
Dept. said common conditions but the laws of the country
included damp, underground lo- where the arrest takes place
cations; rats and vermin; in- determine what those rights are.
Whenever possible, an Amersufficient light, heat, and food;
absence of sanitary facilities; ican consular officer visits the
and abuse by other prisoners.
detainee on learning of his arPretrial confinement of those rest, informs him of his rights,
charged can be prolonged, m and provides him with a list of
some countries up to one year local attorneys from which to
without bail. Some of it is spent select defense counsel. If the
YOUNG AMERICANS (under m solitary confinement. Lan- detainee wishes, the consul helps
30), who are now traveling wide- guage difficulties compound the him contact his family or friends
to let them know what has haply and m larger numbers than tragedy.
pened and seek their assistance.
ever before, represent the greatTHE INCREASE m arrests of
est number of U.S. nationals arrested abroad for narcotics vio- Americans abroad on drug
THE CONSUL reports the archarges, the State Department rest and subsequent developlations.
Most of them, the Dept. of said, is m part the result of in- ments to the Department of
State said, are unaware of the tensified worldwide efforts by State. He is m regular contact
grave potential consequences of the U.S. Government, which is with the detainee, his attorney,
violating the laws of a foreign working closely with other gov- and local officials to determine
country, and of the limited ca- ernments m an international ef- how the detainee is being treatpability of their government to fort to suppress the illicit trade ed, and to make sure that processing of the legal charges is
assist them if they are arrested m narcotics and marijuana.
overseas. Some, they added, are
It is also related to the in- not unduly delayed.
He also does whatever is posthe dupes of drug peddlers who crease m illegal use of drugs
subsequently inform on them to m this country, and m attempts sible to solve any difficulties
the authorities.
to smuggle narcotics and mari- which may result from the conThe penalties for narcotics vio- juana into this country, as in- ditions of detention. (For examlations m most countries are dicated by Bureau of Customs ple, m some foreign prisons a
bare subsistence diet is providsevere. The charge (whether seizures.
ed, and families are expected to
possession or, more serious,
trafficking) is usually determinAMERICANS traveling abroad supply most of the prisoner's
ed on the basis of the quantity are subject to the laws of the food.)
country they are visiting; they
of narcotics involved.
Under U.S. law, official U.S.
are not protected by U.S. laws. funds cannot be used to pay lePOSSESSION of more than The U.S. Government can only gal fees or other expenses for
500 grams (about one pound) seek to ensure that the Ameri- an indigent American detainee.
arrestedby foreign governments
on charges of possessing, trafficking or smuggling drugs, according to the U.S. Dept. of
State.
U.S. consular officers have reported a marked increase m
such arrests. They cited that m
Feb. 1969, 142 Americans were
under detentionfor drugcharges
m 20 foreign countries.
By Feb. 1970, the total had
risen to 404 which is the largest
number of Americans held for
narcotics violations recorded by
the Dept. of State.

By Campion Council

A 9-year-old Japanese girl can
thank Campion's Dorm Council
for her sponsorship m the Christian Children's Fund.
Noriko Suzuki, deserted by
her mother and unable to be
supported by her father, was
living m a CCF home m Onchoen, Japan. Now with her
adoption by the dorm council,
she is growing up m a family
atmosphere m a home located
15 miles east of Tokyo.
The dorm council decided last
quarter to adopt a needy child
and found Noriko through the
CCF. No one m particular on
the council takes credit for the
action but they as a group decided to help out someone who
NORIKO SUZUKI
really needed it.
Noriko, who is 9 years old
today, is m the second grade
and enjoys science and music.
She performs small chores
around the house and enjoys
those things a girl of her age Iam a stone godlooking
anywhere does.
at mypeople
The sum of $12 monthly spon- Voice of quiet, force of
sors her m the CCF and proimpotence—
vides for her needs.
Iam a stone god and cannot
move my eye.

Stone Ritual
—

free hour

My knees are chippedand stiff,
yet you clasp me
Richard Haworth, a representative of Work and Study Abroad As if my flesh werewarm
Ltd., will speak during today's
and rubbery.
11 a.m. free hour m the Library My lips are
numbed and silenced
conference room.
by the cold of time
Haworth will answer questions
concerning summer jobs or And the warm breath of all your
sighs cannot rekindle them.
school placement m Europe.
My feelingshave long since
been severed
By the sharp tap of a chisel's

S.U. Faces Conference Ploy Soon
(Continued from page 1)

aiumin

area.

m me enure

(The

uuiueience

second largest con-

centration of S.U. alumni is m
the California areas of San
Francisco and Los Angeles.) (5)
better coordinated and less expensive recruitment through
combined efforts of the Athletic
Department, Alumni Association, Development Office and
Admissions Office; and (6)
greater fund-raising opportunities through increased contact
with alumni and financial supporters.

O'BRIEN cited many advan-

tages to the Athletic Department through league membership.
joining the WCAC," he
1, "S.U. will increase student

Kin
Resolution
For Rabbi

and constant exposure m prime
recruiting areas."
"The guys will be playing
their games with a minimum
of traveling, which will result
bers.
"We will have an increased m reduced travel costs and fewopportunity for greater financial er days away from classes,"
income, and gain automatic en- Buckwalter said.
try into the NCAA playoffs
should we capture the conferAS TO SCHEDULING, O'Brien
ence championship. This will commented that as of 1971-72,
also guarantee improved press S.U. will have a guaranteed
coverage of the school and its schedule of 17 games every
programs," he added.
year with another 9 or 10 to
play around with. The ChiefMORRIS BUCKWALTER tains will play the seven conhead basketball coach, who ference members twice each
will soon be concerned with (home and home), the Huskies
beating WCAC competition, twice and Seattle Pacific Collooked at the move m other lege.
lights.
The Very Rev. Kenneth W.
"We will have uniform sched- Baker, S.J., University Presiuling against top level confer- dent, said: "Advantages m enence opposition, and we gain tering the conference are tredefinite recruiting assistance mendous. For one thing, we will
through conference recognition be competing with several of
interest through developing rivalries m the conference, and
gain a certain amount of prestige by being conference mem-

hammer.

our sister schools (Santa Clara,
USF and Loyola), and it will be
good public relations for the

m

Iwatch, Iwait, Iknow all.
see your joys and unhappines
I
Isee your death and downfall.

The water flows away from
me m rivulets,
"We must remember that ath- Your sorrow streams into
letics is for the school," he
the sea.
said, "and Ifeel that the bas- Like the stone
that holds me
ketball program does enhance
here so feelingless
our academic programs. As My conception is bound m
long as we keep it m its proper
your need.
perspective, basketball on this
campus is a great thing.
Iwatch, Iwait, Iknow all.
"I'm very excited about the
conference idea, and Iam sure Isee you living and dying,
that we'll do very well there," And Ido nothing at all.
Fr. Baker added.
David Morgan
school and our name

fornia.

Cali-

(Continued from page 1)
questioned by senate members.
In turn, they questionedFr. Le-

Roux.
Introduction of the two students had caused a lengthly debate m itself. Previously, the
senate had passed by voice vote
a motion to exclude non-faculty
from the meeting. When a vote
was taken to invite the pair m,
Fr. Gerard Steckler, S.J., walkbe out.
The other Jesuits stayed, all to
vote eventuallyagainst the resolution, a source said.
As passed by the Faculty Senate, 9-8 with one abstention, the
resolutionread:
"The faculty senate supports
the students of Seattle University m their appeal for the rehiring of Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz, and it supports their recommendation that:
1. The Theology department
submit a request to the budget
committee for sufficient funds
($1000) to hire Rabbi Arthur Jacobovitz to teach Th 478 and Th

SUMMER JOB DIFFICULTIES?
We presently have work and study opportunities
all over Europe.
A Work or Study Abroad, Ltd. Representative will be m
the Library Conference Room during free hour TODAY,
April 9th, at II:00 to discuss these programs with you.

479, and,

2. that the Budget Committee
make the necessary funds available m the Theology department."
The Spectator/Thursday, April 9, 1970
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Want a change of scene for summer school?
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Chiefs' Coaches Show f BUY at CO-OP'S
Seniors S.U.s Sights
CAMPING SALE
by Art Reis
Sports Editor
A pair of Aberdeen High
School All Staters were on campus yesterday and today at the

invitation of Coach Buckwalter
and the S.U. coaching staff.
The athletes, Kevin Ekar and
Steve Soike, were the guests of
the coaches for lunch yesterday
at the Washington Athletic Club.
Prior to the luncheon, both ball
players met with Eddie O'Brien,

S.U. Athletic Director, and Fr.
Kenneth Baker, S.J., University
President.

EKAR, a 6-6 center, was named All-Conference, All-Tournament and Honorable Mention
All-State this year. Kevin, whose
sister Mary Beth is a junior at
S.U., averaged 13 points per
game.
"Kevin is a hardworking
boardman and an excellent team
player," Buckwalter commented.
"He is a boy with a great desire to play and win," he added.

-

SOIKE, a 6-5 forward, was
also All Conference, All-Tour-

ney, also being named the MVP
m the State Tournament. Steve
averaged 23 points per game.
"Steve is the finest player for

Chiefs Remain
Undefeated
S.U.s baseballers are off and
running this season, as the
Chiefs are 7-0 through the first
two weeks of the schedue.
THE "DIAMOND Dynamics"
opened with a 3-1 victory over
Bellevue CC, and then beat
Olympic CC twice, 7-0 and 4-2.
The Shoreline Sanurai were
next, losing 3-1, and Oregon
College of Education fell 6-1 at
White Center.
Following a rainout against
Gonzaga, S.U. took a pair from
Yakima Valley College last
Tuesday, 6-1 and 6-5.

TOP PITCHERS have been

Couples (3-0) and Fox 2-0),
while Copenhaver and Thompson have 1-0 slates. S.U.s combined ERA is 1.53.
Leading the plate parade are

SATURDAY, APRIL 11
9:30 AM TO 5:30 PM
1525 11th AYE. STORE ONLY

—

KEVIN EKAR and STEVE SOIKE pause m Spectator
newsroom during tour of S.U. campus and facilities.

S.U.-WCAC Issue

Subsequent to a lengthy discussion regarding S.U.s proposed joining the West Coast Athletic Conference, the following
motion was acted upon at the
April 6, 1970 meeting of the Seattle University Athletic Advisory Board.
Moved by board member
Ralph Malone and seconded by
board member William E. Boeing, Jr., that the proposal of the
Athletic Department to accept
the invitation of membership m
the West Coast Athletic Confer-

Team

1.Forum
2. Nads
3.IK.s

Pts.

Pts.

Pts.

*740 512.5 1252.5
485 *657.5 1142.5
370 530 1100
4. Rat Hole
570 395
965
5. Sixth Floor 200 «o/455 6.10/655
6. Clubhse 432 240 400
640
7. The Thing 360 175
535
477
8. A Phi O
170 307
Castaways
9.
250 220
470
10.Poi Pndrs. 305 140
445
11. Cellar
110 315/340 «s/4so
12. S.T.S
465
465
13. Soul Hstlrs 105 275
380
14. Northeys
140 180
320
200
15. "WGADA
200
16. **Acena
200
200
17. Menehunes
165
165

....

—

.... ——
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Intramural softball will begin on Sunday, April 19.
Schedules will be available
m Mr. Koch's office tomorrow afternoon.

Managers are asked to get
their schedules as soon as
possible.

" ASSORTEDDOWN BAGS,
Misc. shapes

exchange for yardwork. Serious
students, please. EA 2-7443.

DELUXE studio apt. New furniture
and w/w carpets. Heat mcl. Close
to S.U. Mature students only.
$105. EA 9-3336.

-

Professional Work

IBM Selectric, Choice of Type Styles
Broadway District, EA 3-3244

EXPERIENCED Typist. Donna Rich
Cooper. WE 7-2423.

EXPERT home typist with IBM Executive and dictaphone. Experience
m all business forms, resumes,
thesis, and term papers. All copies
neat, clean, and correct. Reasonable rates and fast service. SH 7-8075.

TYPING, Experienced. Downtown Location. Student Rates.
MU 2-3172 (Daytime)
ME 3-4324 (Evenings)

Mm Mi

FROM

-

FROM

CLOTHING

Many styles & colors

J^so
%9

From aWjM

Men's & ladies' sizes

" NAME BRAND SPORTSWEAR C" glQ/

—

t*W%O /O

Reduced Up To

Close-outs

-HIKING SHOES" VIBRAM SOLETRAIL SHOE

*VJ

Green suede, low-cut, hard toe
Nowlf
Regular2l.9s

" WAFFLE SOLE ALL-PURPOSE

|

Soft grey suede, 5" high
Regular 15.95

A95

NOW JT

" ASSORTED CLIMBING BOOTS

\/
/3

Men's & Ladies sizes
Many Styles
UP TO

APP

%kwM ■

-CLOSE-OUTS-

" COOKWARE " STOVES " KNIVES
"
"
"CONTAINERS PACK BAGS BOOKS

COLLECTOR. 15 hrs. per week. Experience necessary; Collections for
finance company. Apply Treasurer's Office, Bookstore.

" CLIMBING HARDWARE " ROPE

GREAT SAVINGS

LIMITED STOCK
LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
AN APARTMENT TO SHARE?
Call GL 4-7233

"FISHING GEAR--

MEXICO this summer. College credit. Room, Board, Tuition, Travel;

" SOUTH BEND BACKPACK ROD
s'/2 ft. Spincast 5 piece
Zip Vinyl Case
Reg. 17.95

SELECTRIC-Pica, Secretarial Services. 516 Plaia 600 Bldg. MU 2-3172.

TYPING, My home. EA 4-8024.

**®

" FAMOUS BRAND DOWN PARKAS

!

$360. Information, Paul Lashchober. Bellarmine 407.

TYPING my home. WE 5-3094.

jfkm m

<"* *% 50

Close-outs

DEPENDABLE young man to live m,
modern home, middle-aged couple,
large comfortable bedroom with
priv. bath. $75 a month room and
board m return for 16 hrs, a week
to help with housework. Phone
PA 2-2777.

CAPITOL Hill, furnished two bedrm.
apt. plus additional apt. on third
floor. Basement apt. furnished.
sleeps three. Reasonable rates m

■WE4%

" DACRON SLEEPING BAGS

ence be approved.
The above motion was voted
unanimously m favor by those
present and with proxy Ralph
Malone, William E. Boeing, Jr.,
Professor Robert Harmon, Dr.
T. J. Page, Robert Rebhahn,
S.J., Willard Fenton and Ed
O'Brien and by proxy to W.
Fenton, John Doyle Bishop and
by proxy to R. Malone, Henry
Ivers.

| Classified Ads

Lagreid is averaging .357, while
Varga and Taloff are at .316 and
.313 respectively. The team is
averaging.280.

INTRAMURAL PROGRAM
Fall Winter Total

Rip-stop nylon cover & lining
Mummy & barrel shape
Regular & extra long
ONLY

Board Votes Approval
on

-

SLEEPING BAGS

" IViLB.PRIME DUCK DOWN

his size m this state m the last and each sports a GPA m the
ten years," Buckwalter said, neighborhood of 3.5.
"and he is a competitor dedi"WE ARE very hopeful that
cated to winning."
we can attract them," BuckBoth athletes are prospective waiter said, "as both are very
Business Administration majors, excellent collegiate prospects."

Pat Smith with a .375 average,
Bob Polaski who is hitting .348.

S.U. faces four games m the
next three days, with a single
game this afternoon against
Whitworth m Spokane, followed
by a WSU contest at Pullman
tomorrow afternoon. Saturday
will find the Chiefs back m
Spokane for a twin-bill with
the Gonzaga Bulldogs.

-

photo by kerry webster

" NAME BRAND REELS

—

ARE Ricco Van Winkle and Pumpkin
Cheeks stepping out together to
the Military Ball? It's rumored
that Carpie's going to be living
with seven girls this summer. Thrash
digs on Carol Doda postcards
US.

Fly, Automatic &
Spinning Reduced

...

PUMPKIN Cheeks: The seminary
wants YOU!
GIRLS! For a Military Ball Date, contact Pumpkin Ricco.

SOUTH End, 8:00 and 4:30, EA 3-

▲

results.

I
I

/v

■

WE HONOR ALL BANK CARDS
FREE PARKING

M RECREATIONAL
A
EQUIPMENT INC.
1525 11th AVENUE
BROAOWAY DISTRICT AT E. PINE ST.

-9400, Ext. 502.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING is a
cheap but effective way to bring

..

fj fj 95

.ft ftEt

NOW

V

EA 9-6060
Thursday, April 9,
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for
God?
Is There A Substitute
.
.

■■

Reprinted with permission from the March 1970
Reader's Digest. Copyright 1970 by The Reader's
Digest Assn.,Inc.

By David Raphael Klein

IS HARD to say where it started. With Gutenberg? Galileo? The industrial revolution? Darwinism? Somewhere along the way, Western man
began to lose his belief in Godas a personal force,
as decider of his fate, as ultimate judge of his
actions. The idea that God created man became
old-fashioned; we evolved. The notion of Hell was
picturesque, but no longer compelling.Life began
to be seen as more or less accidental; sin became
a relative, sociological matter, and to many, a
pure fiction. After milleniums of livingunder gods,
man came to regard such belief as archaic and
superstitious. Like a son who decides he need not
depend upon his father any longer, he set forth to
make his own way in the world.
He still believed in right and wrong, and he
still knew when he was doing wrong, as he saw
it, but he no longer believed he had offended God
by it or incurred His punishment. In fact, there
was no punishment; he only felt guilty, or resolved

IT

not to do wrong again.

The difference between living this way, and trying to live righteously because God commands It
is profound. A man could now do anything he
wanted, subject only to the laws of the land and
his own judgment. Yet this judgment he had
formed in part from parents and institutions whose
outlook was still religious. So, although he has
denied the basis of the morality of his forebears,
such a man still acts in its terms. He obeys the
Commandments without believing they were commanded; he speaks of right and wrong in the
framework of conviction he no longer possesses;
he acts according to a Judaeo-Christian ethic, although he has abjured the belief.
How did he manage to get into such a contradictory position?
The Pollster Is the Prophet. Just as some primitive peoples have accented Christianity by transposing their old gods onto the new religion, so
have many moderns transposed their inherited
ethic onto another structure: the needs of society.
What used to be an offense against God became
"anti-social"; a sin became a crime; religious
precepts overning conduct became matters of hygiene, efficiency or social value. Stealing was bad
because honesty is the best policy. You tried to
avoid being unfaithful to your mate because it
might harm your relationship. If you attended religious services, it was to respect a tradition.
Virtue became its own inexplicable reward, for
there was no other.
A societally-based ethic such as thisis variable
according to time, place and circumstance. There
are no absolutes in it, and it has no clear, codified
system. Opinion becomes the basis of the code,
and the pollster the prophet. It is an ethic without
appreciable roots in the past to reassure us, and
subject to change at any time with somenew event
or scientific discovery as Freudianism, for example, changed the moral outlook of so many.
Examine one possible consequence. Suppose a
government decided, on the basis of available data,
that a new law was required which would impose
the death penalty for an offense not previously
considered capital— as, for instance, the U.S.S.R.
decreed the death penalty for stealing from the
government. Once the decree has been granted
as justified by the needs of society, can anyone
within that society believe it ethically wrong, the
executions immoral?
Go a step further. Suppose a government decided on the death penalty for people whose continued existence it found contrary to the welfare
of its society, as say, the Nazi government found
six million Jews undesirable. We recoil from that
act but on what basis, short of invoking that obsolete concept, God's law? If we believe society's
needs to be man's highest law, what can we say
was morally wrong? Every Nazi could maintain,
and many did, that since the sovereign government
of Germany made the law, his function was to
obey it; in fact, that he was morally bound to
do so. If we no longer believe that God created
man, why is human life sacred?
If the taking of human life cannot be logically
condemned except as law condemns it, what of
lesser crimes: fraud, embezzlement, rape, adul-

—

—

tery, sexual perversion, abortion? Under our new
code, can any act whatever— no matter how grave-

ly offensive— be logically protested or condemned,
except by law? And man-made laws vary. In fact,
have not parts of the Western world already repealed or suspended their laws against the last
three named crimes simply because tastes and
attitudes have changed?
The Lame-Duck Parent. And so man left his
father's house to live on his own. But was he mature enough for the adventure? He finds his life-

held standards dissolving beneath him. Cynicism
plagues him, but he cannot refute it; he rejects
pure hedonism as a way of life, but he has no
philosophy with which to dispute its claims. And,
beyond all this, another trouble bewilders, wounds,
frightens and embitters him, in the face of which
he is as impotent as toward all the rest: the rebellion of his children against him.
Consider the dilemma of the modern parent in
the Western world. If, atypically, he is still in
possession of his faith that God knows, watches
and punishes, then his child growingup in today's
world is being alienated from him. The situation
resembles that of American immigrant families a

few generations ago: the parents spoke a foreign
language; the children rejected it, and spoke English. The child cannot help seeing what others are
doing, in the secular society, and he cannot help
but absorb its outlook and values. Parochial school,
bar mitzvah, the threat of Hell, personal example these may delay the secularization, but cannot prevent it.
Meanwhile, the non-religious parent, or one
content merely to observe the forms of a faith, has
literally no way to influence his child. He recognizes the utter vacuity of no belief at all; yet he
can hardly hold up as a model the peculiar lameduck proposition his own life has become: one
foot in materialismand one in old-fashioned morality. How can he teach a child to do right if
he cannot justify the right?
This parent is in an even worse situation trying to answer the first question that religion used
to answer: What is the meaning of man's existence? If a parent must tell a youngster that his
life has no meaning, how can he tell him that he
should not take drugs? In fact, how can he convince him that he should not commit suicide outright? If the youth does stay alive, it is because
he wants to for reasons solely within himself.
"Give Me a Reason." Pursue a discussion with
rebellious youth as to why he commits acts that
the older generation regards as depraved, selfdestructive or irresponsible, and again and again
you will hear the reply, "Why not?" Try to answer "Why not?" If you are a transitional creature living in a halfway house, one who has given
up faith while continuing (in order to hold your
life together) to act as if you still had it, you have
no answer. True, you still
by and large live
by certain moral principles, but you cannot say
why. Therein lies the basis of the curious guilt so
often felt by parents in the face of insufferable
behavior by their young, and their consequent indulgence of children who reject them.
The young rebel's "Why not?" has at least
two meanings: not only "What's to stop me?" but
simultaneously "Give me a reason Ican accept."
For the young person wants, needs, is in fact
desperate to believe in something. He is in constant seach of it
in "mind-bending" drugs, in
Zen Buddhism, inlove, astrology, the Peace Corps,
a new society, radicalism, hedonism, nihilism
anything but his parents' ism, which he regards
as dishonest and cowardly.
The young rebel has not found his belief yet.
The experience of learning that an entire civilization is founded on nothing solid morally; that it is
shot through and through with what he regards
nothing in it to give
as hypocrisy; that
— hethisfinds
his life meaning
has been so overwhelming a shock that it has left him largely mute, inarticulate, confused, unable to cope. He can literally be sure of nothing. An if there is one word
that most aptly describes the emotional reaction
of the young to finding society without a usable
moral basis, it is disgust.
There are still other consequences of man's
portentous leap into materialism. In freeing himself of the terror of Hell, he gave up his hope of

—

—
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Heaven: you live, you die, that's the end of it.
Your grandfather had the tremendous expectation
of a life everlasting. You, typically ambivalent,
still hope that somehow it may turn out to be true
after all; but your children are, in the most direct
sense, hopeless, except for what they can get out
of life materialistically.
Further: if man is his own moral judge, and
governments derive

their powers "from the con-

sent of the governed," then there exists no effective authority. Behind you and me there is only
the government we have created; behind the government only the nightstick and the gun. Children
are born to parents not as part of a divine plan,
but bybiologicalaccident. Does that accident con-

—

fer any authority on the parents? The teacher
knows more facts than thepupil does that make
him an authority? The police, far from personifying authority,are called pigs. The young sneer at
Presidents, manhandle deans, burn the nation's
flag and display that of its enemy. Why not, if
thereis no authority?
Profound Questions. The idea that man is morally responsible only to himself has been behind
the creation of whole new societies: communist,
fascist, socialist and shades between
while the
older societies are being shaken, changing in nature even as they retain the old names and forms.
In the new societies, a kind of morality has been
built around protection of the state in what seem
like perpetual emergency conditions. But that
cannot last; already hippies are plaguing Moscow
and Prague, and from behind the various curtains
we hear protests against the meaningless of life.
Meanwhile, Western man finds it increasingly

—

difficult to create for himself a spiritually satisfying life. The traditional religious institutions offer
little. Houses of worship have become basketball
courts and bingo parlors and places in which to
serve a wedding dinner. Already the churchmen,
startled by their immense distance from the realities of today's life, have begun to mount the barricades of social protest: you ordain a preceptor
of right and wrong, and you get a jazz impresario
or a street demonstrator.
Perhaps inevitably, when man no longer needs
to beg God for enough food and protection from
the elements, he stops begging God. As their material needs become satisfied, all people seem
headed for the stagein which Western society now
findsItself.
And yet the questions remain. Anyone who can
contemplate the eye of a housefly, the mechanics
of human finger movement, the camouflage of a
moth, or the building of every kind of matter from
variations in arrangement of proton and electron,
and then maintain that all this design happened
without a designer, happened by sheer, blind accident
such a person believes in a miracle far
more astounding than any in the Bible. To regard
man, with his arts and aspirations, his awareness
of himself and of his universe, his emotions and his
morals, his very ability to conceive an idea so
grand as that of God, to regard this creature as
merely a form of life somewhat higher on the
evolutionary ladder than the others, is to create
questions more profound than those answered.
Is there no more use for the astonishinglycomplex human brain than to assure continued existence of the species? Can we not see in the capabilities of the brain some function greater than
mere self-preservation? If all species seek to preserve themselves, what mindless chemistry created that prodigious urge? If the universe is finite,
what exists beyound it? What existed before it began? If it is eternal and limitless, is it not thereby
beyond our powerever to know, leavingkey questions forever unanswered?
Schoolboy questions, granted; but they will not
down. Our materialism is itself so shallow, based
on blatant assumptions that are hardly more than
guesswork; impalatableand unsatisfying; demeaning; flagrantly incomplete and yet arrogant in its
premises. The idea of God deserves a better substitute.

—

David Raphael Klein, a writer of fiction and
is currently at work on a book dealing
vith what he feels are the least understood of the
/ital issues of our time. This article is a chapter
rom the forthcoming book.
lonfiction,

